We report the direct virtual photon invariant yields in the transverse momentum ranges 1 < pT < 3 GeV/c and 5 < pT < 10 GeV/c at mid-rapidity derived from the dielectron invariant mass continuum region 0.10 < Mee < 0.28 GeV/c 2 for 0-80% minimum-bias Au+Au collisions at √ sNN = 200 GeV. A clear excess in the invariant yield compared to the nuclear overlap function TAA scaled p + p reference is observed in the pT range 1 < pT < 3 GeV/c. For pT > 6 GeV/c the production follows TAA scaling. Model calculations with contributions from thermal radiation and initial hard parton scattering are consistent within uncertainties with the direct virtual photon invariant yield.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Photon production provides a unique observable to study the fundamental properties of the hot and dense medium created in ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions. They are produced during all stages of the collisions and from all forms of the created matter. Due to minimal interactions with this matter, photons can convey information about the dynamics of the entire time evolution of the medium [1] . Direct photons are defined to be all produced photons except those from hadron decays in the last stage of the collision. They include photons produced in the initial stage through hard scattering, those from thermal radiation, which are photons radiated from the thermally equilibrated partons and hadrons, fragmentation photons, and those from jet-plasma interactions. Measurements at RHIC [2] and the LHC [3, 4] have shown that the production of high p T direct photons in heavy-ion collisions is consistent with the p + p result scaled by the nuclear overlap function T AA for p T > 5 GeV/c. These results indicate that high p T production is dominated by hard processes.
At 1 < p T < 3 GeV/c thermal contributions from the hadronic medium and Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP) play a major role [5] . At 3 < p T < 5 GeV/c the interaction of high energy partons with the QGP (e.g. q+g → γ+q) has been predicted to contribute a major part of the direct photon production [5] . An excess of direct photon yields compared to the T AA scaled p + p production was found in central Au+Au at √ s N N = 200 GeV in the p T range 0.4 < p T < 4.0 GeV/c [6, 7] and in central Pb+Pb at √ s N N = 2.76 TeV for 0.9 < p T < 2.1 GeV/c [4] . The excess increases exponentially as p T decreases. Moreover, the azimuthal anisotropy (v 2 ) of direct photons has been found to be substantial in the range 1 < p T < 4 GeV/c in 0-20% central Au+Au collisions at √ s N N = 200 GeV [8] .
Model calculations [9, 10] including QGP and hadronic medium thermal photons describe the excess yields in Pb+Pb collisions at √ s N N = 2.76 TeV reasonably well, but fail to simultaneously describe the excess yields and large v 2 observed in Au+Au at √ s N N = 200
GeV. This calls for new ingredients in the theoretical model calculations and new measurements from various experiments which will provide different systematics and may shed light on the origin of direct photons in this kinematic region. There are two methods for measuring direct photons. One is the real photon method in which one measures all inclusive photons and then subtracts the photons from hadron decays. The other one, used in this article, is the virtual photon method in which one measures virtual photons via their associated dielectron pairs (γ * → e + e − ) and then deduces the direct photon from the relationship between virtual photon and direct photon yields [6] . In the STAR experiment it is very challenging to measure direct photons for 1 < p T < 3 GeV/c using the electromagnetic calorimeter due to limited detector granularity, large occupancy, and insufficient energy resolution.
However, the STAR detector has excellent capabilities for measuring dielectrons both in p + p and Au+Au collisions [11] [12] [13] [14] . The STAR [15] Time-Of-Flight detector (TOF) with full azimuthal coverage [16] along with a high rate data acquisition system allows direct virtual photon measurements down to p T of 1 GeV/c in Au+Au collisions at √ s N N = 200 GeV. These measurements will provide a direct comparison to the previous measurements in the same kinematic region, in order to address the above results for direct photons at √ s N N = 200 GeV. In this article, we report measurements of the dielectron continuum and derive the direct virtual photon invariant yields for 1 < p T < 3 GeV/c and 5 < p T < 10 GeV/c. Comparisons to model calculations with thermal contributions from the hadronic medium and QGP are discussed.
II. EXPERIMENT AND DATA ANALYSIS
The data used in this analysis are from Au+Au collisions at √ s N N = 200 GeV collected by the STAR detector in year 2010 (run 10) and 2011 (run 11). There are 258 million and 488 million minimum-bias (0-80%) events from run 10 and run 11, respectively, passing data quality assurance and vertex selection. The collision vertex is required to be within 30 cm of the mean of the vertex distribution along the beam line, nominally at the center of the Time Projection Chamber (TPC) [17] . In the plane perpendicular to the beam line, the collision vertex is selected within 2 cm of the beam line. To improve the measurement at high p T , we also use 39 million events from run 11, triggered by the Barrel ElectroMagnetic Calorimeter (BEMC) [18] , in which the transverse energy deposited in a single tower, with a size of ∆η × ∆φ = 0.05 × 0.05, is required to be larger than 4.3 GeV. These BEMC triggered events correspond to 6.5 billion minimum-bias triggered events for the dielectron analysis at high p T . The BEMC trigger significantly enhances the capability of STAR for high p T dielectron measurement.
The main subsystems used for electron identification are the TPC and the TOF for the minimum-bias and central triggered events. With the selection requirements on the particle energy loss (dE/dx) measured by the TPC [19, 20] and particle velocity (β) measured by the TOF [21] , high purity electron samples were obtained [22] . The electron purity (fraction of true electrons in the identified electron sample) is about 95% in Au+Au minimum-bias collisions on average and is p T dependent from 0.2 to 2.0 GeV/c [13, 14] . The detailed cuts for electron identification are listed in Ref. [13] . For BEMC-triggered events, the electron (positron) identification for p e T > 4.5 GeV/c uses a combination of TPC and BEMC information [23] where additional requirements on the ratio of momentum measured by the TPC to the energy deposited in the BEMC are utilized and required to be within 0.3 to 1.5. The electron identification for 0.2 < p e T < 2.0 GeV/c utilizes the information from the TPC and TOF, in the same way as was done for the minimum-bias events. For p e T > 4.5 GeV/c, a multiple-Gaussian function is used to fit the normalized dE/dx distribution, with each Gaussian component representing a contribution from each particle species. The electron purity, obtained as in Ref. [13] , is 78% at p The analysis details for dielectron measurements from minimum-bias and central triggered events are presented in Ref. [13] . The final results are then combined bin-by-bin according to their relative statistical uncertainties. In the mass region we are interested in, the point-to-point systematic uncertainties are dominated by the acceptance correction for the like-sign background subtraction. Due to the sector structure of the TPC, and the different bending directions of positive and negative charged particle tracks in the transverse plane, like-sign and unlike-sign pairs have different acceptances. A mixed-event technique is used to obtain the acceptance correction factor which is applied either as a function of pair invariant mass (M ee ) and p T or as a function of M ee only. The differences between the results from the two correction methods are taken as systematic uncertainties which are the same and correlated in run 10 and run 11. The acceptance correction factor, which is a few percent below unity at M ee = 0, increases as a function of M ee , peaks at M ee = 0.25 GeV/c 2 , and reaches unity at M ee = 0.4 GeV/c 2 . The M ee and p T dependences are detailed in Ref. [13] . In addition, a global systematic uncertainty from the efficiency correction (14%) is also taken into account. It is found that the systematic uncertainties of the dielectron continua in run 10 and run 11 are comparable. Therefore, the final systematic uncertainties from the combined data sets are taken as the average of those from both data sets.
For the BEMC-triggered events the dielectron pairs are formed from one electron (positron) candidate identified by the TPC and BEMC and the other positron (electron) candidate identified by the TOF and TPC. The same procedures used for the minimum-bias data set are applied to obtain the dielectron continuum signals. The details of the efficiency correction procedures are the same as reported in Ref. [13] .
Two methods are used to obtain the efficiency. In the first method we use known hadronic components as input into a Monte-Carlo simulation. In the second approach we use virtual photons as input.
The resulting differences between these two methods are 4% and are assigned as systematic uncertainties [13] .
The efficiency uncertainties in the TPC tracking, the TOF matching, and the BEMC triggering contribute to a global systematic uncertainty of 13% for the dielectron continuum. The trigger enhancement factor is also corrected for and its uncertainty is 1%.
To estimate the hadron contamination effect on the dielectron continuum, we first select pure hadron samples with stringent cuts on the mass squared distributions measured from the TPC and TOF, and then create a hadron contamination candidate pool by randomly putting in hadrons from these pure samples according to the estimated hadron contamination levels in both the total amounts and the p T differential yields. We then obtain the distributions from electron-hadron and hadron-hadron contributions utilizing the same procedures as implemented in the dielectron continuum analysis. We do not correct for the electron-hadron and hadron-hadron contributions but quote these contamination contributions as systematic uncertainties. The hadron contamination effect results in a p T dependent systematic uncertainty of (2-8)%. In the mass region M ee < 0.14 GeV/c 2 the uncertainty on the photon conversion rejection contributes 3% additional systematic uncertainty for the dielectron continuum. The photon conversion rejection also removes less than 5% of the dielectron continuum signal for 0.10 < M ee < 0.14 GeV/c 2 and this effect is corrected for [13] .
We use two approaches to estimate the efficiency correction factor from the photon conversion rejection for the dielectron continuum. In one approach, we use the π 0 and η Dalitz decays as an input and get the efficiency for the dielectron signals from the Dalitz decays with the photon conversion rejection cut. In the other approach, we use the virtual photon as an input and obtain the efficiency for the dielectrons from virtual photon decays. The resulting difference for the dielectron continuum in the efficiency correction difference (3%) from the two approaches is quoted as part of the systematic uncertainties.
The total systematic uncertainty of measured yields is 15-16% which is independent of M ee and has a slight p T dependence.
The dielectron invariant mass spectrum in this analysis is constructed within the STAR acceptance (p e T > 0.2 GeV/c, |η e | < 1, |y ee | < 1) and corrected for efficiency, where p e T is the electron p T , η e is the electron pseudo-rapidity, and y ee is the rapidity of electron-positron pairs. The dielectron invariant mass spectra in different dielectron p T ranges are shown in Fig. 1 . The results for p T < 3 GeV/c are the combined results from run 10 and run 11 minimum-bias and central triggered data as reported in [13] . The results for p T > 5 GeV/c are from the BEMC-triggered data. The limitation of the dielectron p T reach in these two data sets is due to a large hadron contamination for electrons at p e T > 2 GeV/c in minimum-bias and central triggered data and a low trigger efficiency for electrons at p e T < 4.5 GeV/c in the BEMC-triggered data.
The relation between real photon yield and the associated e + e − pair production can be described as in Eq. 1 [24, 25] ,
), α is the fine structure constant, M ee is the e + e − pair mass, m e is the electron mass, and S(M ee , p T ) is a process-dependent factor accounting for differences between real and virtual photon production. We adopted the same assumption as in Ref. [6] , namely that the factor S(M ee , p T ) is approximately 1 for M ee < 0.3 GeV/c 2 , p T > 1 GeV/c. The uncertainty associated with this assumption is expected [26] to be insignificant compared to the uncertainty in the data. Therefore, we do not assign any systematic uncertainty for this assumption. For M ee >> m e , the factor L(M ee ) is also unity. Thus the relation becomes
If there is direct real photon production in a given p T bin, then there should be a corresponding electron pair production which behaves like 1/M ee in the same p T bin, as indicated by Eq. 2. Thus, the direct real photon production can be derived from the yield of the excess dielectron pairs. The direct photon yields are extracted by fitting the dielectron invariant mass spectra in the low mass region with two components. In the two-component fitting function (1 − r)f cocktail + rf dir , f cocktail is the shape of the normalized hadronic cocktail mass distribution within the STAR acceptance, f dir is the shape of the normalized, internal conversion mass distribution from direct photons within the STAR acceptance, and r is a fitting parameter. The first term (1 − r)f cocktail in the fitting function represents the background, namely the contribution from known hadronic sources. These include π 0 , η, and η Dalitz decays: π 0 → γe + e − , η → γe + e − , and η → γe + e − ; vector meson decays: ω → π 0 e + e − and φ → ηe + e − ; and heavy-flavor hadron semi-leptonic decays: cc → e + e − . Among those, π 0 and η Dalitz decays are dominant contributions. The second term rf dir represents the signal, i.e. direct photon internal conversion. The cocktail components are the same as in Ref. [13] . We normalize both f cocktail and f dir to data points for M ee < 0.03 GeV/c 2 , separately. In this mass region the shapes of f cocktail and f dir are identical, thus the fitting function in this mass region is independent of r. The parameter r can be interpreted as the ratio of direct photon to inclusive photon yields. The range for the two-component fit to data is 0.10 < M ee < 0.28 GeV/c 2 . Figure 2 shows an example of the two-component fit for 2.0 < p T < 2.5 GeV/c. We note that there is a small peak structure at M ee = 0.02 GeV/c 2 in the ratio plots as indicated in panels (b) and (c). This peak could be due to an imperfect description of the material budget in the photon conversion simulations. To estimate this effect on our results we varied the range for f cocktail and f dir to be normalized to the data from M ee < 0.03 GeV/c 2 to M ee < 0.05 GeV/c 2 . The resulting difference for the virtual photon yields compared to the default case is (0.2 − 1.0)% and is included as part of the systematic uncertainties.
With the r value derived for each p T bin, one can obtain the direct virtual photon invariant yield
as a function of p T . The detailed methodology can be found in Ref. [27] . From Eq. 2, the direct virtual photon term in two-component fit can be written as Eq. 3. Then the direct virtual photon invariant yield as a function of p T can be written in Eq. 4:
in which
2πp T dp T dy ,
2πp T dp T dy , dp T , dy, and F dir are the direct photon invariant yield, inclusive photon invariant yield, p T bin width, rapidity bin width, and f dir normalization factor, respectively.
We fit the dielectron continuum with statistical and systematic uncertainties. The fit errors contribute to the statistical uncertainties for the direct virtual photon yields. Systematic uncertainties for direct virtual photon yields are mainly from the two-component fit, which is dominated by the uncertainties in the cocktail and the fit range. The fitting range uncertainty is estimated by taking the full difference between the results obtained by varying the fit range from 0.10-0.28 GeV/c 2 , to 0.08-0.28, and to 0.12-0.28 GeV/c 2 . Extending the fit range to M ee < 0.36 GeV/c 2 results in a negligible systematic uncertainty. These ranges are selected based on three criteria: p T /M ee 1, M ee far enough away from the normalization region (M ee < 0.03 GeV/c), and availability of the data. The normalization range for f cocktail and f dir in the two-component fit contributes less than 1% systematic uncertainty, as explained in the previous sections and shown in Table I . For the cocktail the uncertainties in the total cross sections for π [28] and charm (cc) [29] are 8% and 45%, respectively, independent of p T . For the default η p T spectrum, a Tsallis blast-wave model prediction, with the freeze-out parameters obtained by fitting other hadrons simultaneously, is used. We then obtain the ratio of η over π as a function of p T and match it to the η/π ratio value measured by PHENIX at p T =5 GeV/c [6, 30] . For the systematic uncertainty study, we vary the η/π ratio by 13% as used in Ref. [6, 30] . The uncertainties in the cross sections for combined π and η and cc, mentioned above, result in uncertainties of 2-43% and 0-6%, respectively, decreasing as a function of p T for the direct virtual photon yields for 0-80% Au+Au collisions. We note that the PHENIX Collaboration does not use a Tsallis blast-wave model prediction to constrain the η p T spectrum at low p T but use a so-called transverse mass (m T ) scaling [6] . In our analysis, we also obtain the direct virtual photon yields using the m T scaling and compare them to the default results based on a Tsallis blast-wave model prediction. Contributions from η and ω are negligible for the hadronic cocktail, resulting in a negligible contribution for the systematic uncertainties. In addition, the 15% overall systematic uncertainty, dominated by the efficiency correction to the dielectron continuum, is p T independent for the direct virtual photon yields and does not affect the ratio of direct photon to inclusive photon yields. Table I lists sources and their contributions to the systematic uncertainties for the direct virtual photon yields in different centralities. The total systematic uncertainties are the quadratic sums of the different contributions.
III. RESULTS Figure 3 shows the r value, the ratio of direct photon to inclusive photon yields compared with the ratio of T AA scaled Next-to-Leading-Order (NLO) perturbative QCD (pQCD) predictions to inclusive photon yields as a function of p T . The curves represent
2πp T dp T dy showing the scale dependence of the theory [31] in which T AA is the nuclear overlap factor,
2πp T dp T dy is the p T -differential invariant cross section for direct photons obtained from Ref. [32] , and
2πp T dp T dy is the inclusive photon p T -differential invariant yield. The data show consistency with NLO pQCD calculations within uncertainties at p T > 6 GeV/c. A clear enhancement in data compared to the calculation for 1 < p T < 3 GeV/c is observed. The data point at p T = 5.5 GeV/c is about 1.8σ higher than the calculation. I. Sources and their contributions to the relative systematic uncertainties for direct virtual photon yields in different centralities. The pT dependent uncertainties for each source are listed as a range. The 15% overall systematic uncertainty, labelled as "global", is dominated by the efficiency correction and is pT independent. Contributions from η and ω are negligible. The difference between the dielectron continuum distributions in run 10 and run 11 results in an overall systematic uncertainty for each centrality and is labelled as "RunDiff." The total systematic uncertainties are the quadratic sums of the different contributions. source centrality 0-80% centrality 0-20% centrality 20-40% centrality 40-60% centrality 60-80% fit range 14% 13% (Color online) The ratio of direct photon to inclusive photon yields compared with the ratio of TAA scaled NLO pQCD predictions to inclusive photon yields for 0-80% Au+Au collisions at √ s N N = 200 GeV. The data points for 1 < pT < 3 GeV/c and 5 < pT < 10 GeV/c are from minimum-bias data and calorimeter-triggered data, respectively. The three curves correspond to pQCD calculations with different renormalization (µR) and factorization scales (µF ), assuming µR = µF = µ. The error bars and the boxes represent the statistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively. The shaded bands on the curves represent the systematic uncertainties for inclusive photon measurements, which are about 15%.
(292 ± 20)/42 mb, (91 ± 20)/42 mb, and (22 ± 8)/42 mb, respectively. For 1 < p T < 3 GeV/c, the Au+Au results are higher than T AA scaled p + p results, while at p T > 6 GeV/c the Au+Au yield is consistent with the scaled p + p expectation. We note that for 1 < p T < 2 GeV/c, the data points in 40-60% and 60-80% Au+Au collisions have larger uncertainties and are also consistent with the scaled p + p expectations. Also shown in Fig. 4 are the direct virtual photon yields in different centralities when we use the m T scaling to constrain the η/π ratio. We note that the result based on the m T scaling differs more from the default case in central collisions while in 60-80% [7, 32] , scaled by TAA. The bands on the curves represent the uncertainties in the parameterization and in TAA. The dashed lines represent the direct photon invariant yields when we use the mT scaling to constrain the η/π ratio. See the text for detailed discussions. The error bars and boxes represent the statistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively. peripheral collisions the result based on the m T scaling is identical to the default case since the flow effect is negligible on the η p T spectrum in peripheral collisions.
A comparison between STAR Au+Au data and model calculations from Rapp et al. [9, 33] and Paquet et al. [34] is shown in Fig. 5 .
For the direct photon production both models include the contributions from QGP thermal radiation, in-medium ρ meson and other mesonic interactions in the hadronic predictions from Rapp et al. [9, 33] and Paquet et al. [34] . The statistical and systematic uncertainties are shown by the bars and boxes, respectively.
gas, and primordial contributions from the initial hard parton scattering. In Refs. [9, 33] an elliptic thermal fireball evolution is employed for the bulk medium. Non-thermal primordial photons from N bin collisions are estimated from either a pQCD-motivated x T -scaling ansatz or a parameterization of PHENIX p + p data. The sum of the thermal medium and primordial contributions for the former case is shown in Fig. 5 . Using a parameterization of PHENIX p + p reference data would lead to slightly higher direct photon yields. In addition, a (2+1)-D hydrodynamic evolution (beam-direction independent) is employed for the bulk medium by Rapp et al. and the results are consistent with those from the fireball evolution. In Ref.
[34] a (2+1)-D hydrodynamic evolution is employed for the bulk medium. Comparison of the model and data shows that in the p T range 1-3 GeV/c the dominant sources are from thermal radiation while, as p T increases to 5-6 GeV/c, the initial hard-parton scattering becomes dominant. The comparison shows consistency between both model calculations and our measurement within uncertainties for all the other centralities except 60-80% centrality, where hydrodynamic calculations might not be applicable. We note that in the centrality determination there is a large uncertainty in peripheral collisions, as seen in the N bin uncertainty.
We integrate the direct virtual photon yields in different p T ranges, study their centrality dependences, and compare the data from STAR and PHENIX as well represent the results from the internal conversion method [6] while the up-pointing triangles represent the results from Ref. [7] . Model predictions from Rapp et al. [9, 33] and Paquet et al. [34] as the theoretical model calculations described above.
For the STAR measurements, we use two p T bins: 1-3 GeV/c and 1.5-3 GeV/c. For the PHENIX measurements in Ref. [6] , the same p T bins are used for 0-20% and 20-40% centrality bins. For the PHENIX measurements in Ref. [7] , we use 1-3.5 GeV/c and 1.4-3.5 GeV/c. Different ranges are selected due to the availability of the data. Theoretical model calculations show that the contribution of the yield in the p T range 3-3.5 GeV/c is 0.4% to the yield in the range of 1-3.5 GeV/c . The contributions in the p T ranges 3-3.5 GeV/c and 1.4-1.5 GeV/c are 25% to the yield in the range 1.4-3.5 GeV/c. Figure 6 shows the comparison of the data and the theoretical model calculations [9, 33, 34] . Panel (a) presents the excess yield, which is the direct photon yield with the T AA scaled p + p contribution subtracted, in comparison with the thermal component contributions in the model calculations. Since the p + p references have a large uncertainty, we also compare the total direct photon yield to the sum of thermal and primordial contributions in the models, as shown in panel (b).
The comparisons indicate that our measurements of the excess and total yields are systematically lower than the PHENIX results in 0-20%, 20-40%, and 40-60% centrality bins. The model calculations are consistent with our measurements within uncertainties. We note that the two model calculations give similar total yields but different thermal contributions. For the comparisons between data and model calculations, the χ 2 /N DF and p-value are listed in Table II. Note that the models with the same physics ingredients [35] [36] [37] [38] describe the dilepton measurements [12, 13, [39] [40] [41] [42] . Models with additional, new physics ingredients [43] , which attempt to describe the PHENIX photon data, should be compared to the world-wide photon and dilepton data for a consistency check. In the future, more precise measurements of direct photons in both heavy ion and p+p collisions are needed to further distinguish between different model calculations.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We measured e + e − spectra and inferred direct photon production in Au+Au collisions at STAR at √ s N N = 200 GeV. The direct photon measurement based on the virtual photon method is extended to p T of 5-10 GeV/c. In the p T range 1-3 GeV/c the direct photon invariant yield shows a clear excess in 0-20% and 20-40% central Au+Au over the T AA scaled p + p results. In the p T range above 6 GeV/c there is no clear enhancement observed for all the centralities. Model predictions which include the contributions from thermal radiation and initial hard-processes are consistent with our direct photon yield within uncertainties in 0-20%, 20-40%, and 40-60% collisions. In 60-80% centrality bin, the model calculation results are systematically lower than our data for 2 < p T < 3 GeV/c.
